
GPTP Designed Installation Systems
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Because gauged porcelain tile panel/slabs require different installation methods, tooling and project logistics, this program will 
provide valuable insights that can benefit proper project specifications, planning, labor selection and execution.
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The intrinsically sustainable characteristics of porcelain/ ceramic tile are an awe-inspiring part of many LEED projects. 
With unlimited Design possibilities, partnered with all the positive physical attributes of porcelain tile create human areas that 
are environmentally friendly, cost effective, safe and create beautiful spaces assured to Endure. 
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“We are still achieving significant year-over-year growth in the porcelain tile panel category, as we have for the last five years.”

GROWING MATERIAL CATEGORY 

TILE MAGAZINE 
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ANSI A137.3

American National Standard Specifications for Gauged Porcelain Tile Panels / Slabs
(Material Standards).
ansi.org/ 
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In 2017, after more than four years of cross-disciplinary industry collaboration and 4,000 hours of research, the Tile Council of 
North America (TCNA), which is responsible for devising material and installation standards for the tile industry, unveiled the 
new standard for the materials — ANSI A137.3, the American National Standard Specifications for Gauged Porcelain Tiles and 
Gauged Porcelain Tile Panels/Slabs. 
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What are the best process’ for installing any type of finishes? Creating and mapping a plan can guide any project to a successful, 
satisfactory completion.
Below are basic step by step process’ that can be used for Flooring, Ceramic Tile and Gauged Porcelain Tile Panel/Slab 
installations. 
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Avoid Undesirable Outcomes with good planning.
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Early Stage planning can assist in overcoming unforeseen project challenges…such as material access.
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Quality begins in design and is a decision to maintain throughout the duration 
of the project.
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Warranties
All companies are required to provide standardized warranties, but most will provide enhanced programs and even project 
specific warranty programs.
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Video –

ANSI A108.19  - Interior Installations
American National Standard Specifications for Interior Installation of Gauged 
Porcelain Tiles and Gauged Porcelain Tile Panels/Slabs by Thin-Bed Method 
Bonded with Modified Dry-Set Cement Mortar or Improved Modified Dry-Set 
Cement Mortar.
A118.15 Improved Dry-Set Cement Mortars are “Required” in most cases to 
achieve proper bond strengths.
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GPTP ANSI Standards
A137.3 describes the minimum physical properties and grading procedures for gauged porcelain tiles and gauged porcelain tile 
panels/slabs.
A108.19 provides procedures and requirements for interior installation of gauged porcelain tiles and gauged porcelain tile 
panels/slabs.
A108.20 provides procedures and requirements for exterior installation of gauged porcelain tiles and gauged porcelain tile 
panels/slabs.
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GPTP Slabs
Currently no specific definition - a thicker porcelain panel than what is covered in ANSI A137.3 (>6.5MM).
If specified to be installed in a direct-bond, Thin-Bed method with Improved Dry-Set cement mortar, use ANSI A108.19 or ANSI 
A108.20 respectively.
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GPTP Flatness -
No more than 1/8” in 10 ft  and no more than 1/16” in 2ft.

Preparations by Other trades will determine the amount of surface prep 
performed by Tile trades.
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Quality Assurance
Architects and specifiers are strongly encouraged to include language in job specifications requiring qualified labor and enforce 
this with the general contractor.
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Due to the unique characteristics and “unconventional” installation techniques 
required for GPTP/Gauged Porcelain Tile Panels/Slabs, this work requires 
installers who are equipped with the proper tools and have “acquired” sufficient 
product knowledge and installation experience through the completion of an 
Installer Qualification Program. See ANSI for details.
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GPTP installation methods and techniques are much different than standard tile.
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Specialized tooling and additional personnel are required to properly install 
Gauged Porcelain Tile Panels, especially in full format.
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GPTP grout - Grout selection should be based on service demands and maintenance procedures for all tile 
assemblies.  For exterior applications of GPTP, 100 % Silicone (ASTM C920) 
provides movement capabilities at each panel joint location.
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Movement Joints are essential and required for tile assemblies.
Refer to TCNA, ANSI and ASTM for guidance. 
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Use ANSI and TCNA / EJ 171 Movement Joint Guidelines for Ceramic, Glass, and Stone for proper design within the GPTP 
assembly.
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Rather than recommending a “SSD” Surface Saturated Dry method that can create more problems than it solves, It is strongly 
recommended to specify a suitable waterproofing / crack isolation membrane to essentially “close off” the absorption of the 
substrate before installation of the GPTP. Liquid applied membranes in a single coat application are highly effective.
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The overall assembly is fairly simple and consistently repetitive for most projects.
Reminder- always confirm the materials with the manufacturer and the Panel manufacturer.
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Tiles meeting ANSI A137.3, intended for installation under the ANSI A108.19 and/or ANSI A108.20 Installation standards, must 
be suitable for the area of use and intended application and must be specified by the party responsible for their selection, 
commonly the design professional or building owner. 
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Tiles meeting ANSI A137.3, intended for installation under the ANSI A108.19 and/or ANSI A108.20 Installation standards, must 
be suitable for the area of use and intended application and must be specified by the party responsible for their selection, 
commonly the design professional or building owner. 
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Custom Building Products has committed to aiding architects, specifiers, 
engineers, tile contractors and owners fulfill this growing responsibility with our 
environmentally-responsible tile and stone installation products.
CUSTOM has over 100 Build Green products and the Emerald System, which 
contribute to U.S. Green Building Council LEED certification and are compliant 
with other green building industry standards.
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